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ABSTRACT
We describe the group projects undertaken by first year undergrad-
uate Computer Science students at Coventry University. These are
integrative course projects: designed to bring together the topics
from the various modules students take, to apply them as a coherent
whole. They follow an activity-led approach, with students given a
loose brief and a lot of freedom in how to develop their project.
We outline the new regulations at Coventry University which
eases the use of such integrative projects. We then describe our con-
tinuous assessment approach: where students earn a weekly mark
by demonstrating progress to a teacher as an open presentation
to the class. It involves a degree of self and peer assessment and
allows for an assessment of group work that is both fair, and seen
to be fair. It builds attendance, self-study / continuous engagement
habits, public speaking / presentation skills, and rewards group
members for making meaningful individual contributions.
CCS CONCEPTS
• Social andprofessional topics→Computing education; Stu-
dent assessment; •Applied computing→ E-learning; Learning
management systems.
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1 OUR CONTEXT
The authors teach for the undergraduate BSc Computer Science
(CS) degree at Coventry University, which has an annual first year
intake of around 280 students. Our intake is diverse: we make no re-
quirement of prior CS study or programming experience, although
some students will have a great deal of this.
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Like most degrees we ensure all students take part in group
projects.We have a second year software engineeringmodulewhich
is a natural place for these, but we also use group projects through-
out the first year where they are perhaps less common. We place
great emphasis on our students obtaining an industrial placement1
in between Year 2 and 3, for which they typically have to apply
mid-way through the second year. It is thus important that by this
point of application they have experiences of team work and lead-
ership that they can draw from in their applications. This is the
main motivation for our extensive use of group projects at Year 1.
We also use these first year group projects to help build a course
community, embed good learning habits, and deliver critical in-
formation that is not related to a specific module e.g. induction,
careers, university procedures, what is plagiarism. These projects
are course-integrative, that is, they are designed to bring together
all the different skills and knowledge students are acquiring from
their classes so that they can apply them as a coherent whole to a
single project. As described in Section 2, we have been doing this
for many years with our success inspiring university regulatory
changes to encourage other degree courses to do similar.
In Section 3 we describe howwe administer group work and then
in Section 4 we discus our most recent innovation: the introduction
of a continuous form of assessment involving weekly presentations
and self-evaluation, to replace the single assessment at the end. We
finish in Section 5 by detailing the positive benefits we have seen
through the use of this assessment type, both through qualitative
student comments and quantitative data on grades and assessment.
1.1 Other Recent Innovations at Coventry
The second author has published at CEP on innovations within the
programming curriculum at Coventry: in particular the use of the
learning environment Codio [5] and the summative testing tool
CodeRunner [6]. Codio provides students with online virtual Linux
boxes, which staff equip with guides and tasks with automated
marking and feedback. We adopted it as a response to a low-level of
formative feedback provision and uptake (plus rapidly increasing
student numbers). CodeRunner is a Moodle plugin which we use for
summative assessment of programming: it provides an additional
Moodle quiz question type where a student’s answer is code which
is then evaluated against unit tests. In [5, 6] we describe the benefits,
difficulties and student views on our use of these tools.
These innovations are alongside and in support of the projects
but do not directly affect them: although students often choose to
develop their project code within Codio − for the projects Codio is
nothing more than an IDE.
1A one year secondment from university study where students work full-time in a role
certified by their university as providing meaningful experience for the degree topic.
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2 INTEGRATIVE PROJECTS AT COVENTRY
2.1 First Year Projects 2009/10−2014/15
Integrative course projects in the first year of our computing cur-
riculum date back to 2009/10. As described in [1] they were initially
an attempt to stop early disengagement and improve student re-
tention during the difficult transition from school to university.
Courses ran six week group projects and used activity-led learning.
Activity-led learning refers to a learning process where students
are presented first with a task and then acquire any skills / knowl-
edge they need in its solution. It is also referred to as problem-based
learning and inquiry-led learning. We prefer the name activity-led
learning (and use the abbreviation ALL) at it emphasises that our
task requires practical activity rather than book-based research. See
the textbook [7] for an overview of ALL in computer science.
2.2 First Year Projects 2014/15−2017/18
An increase in retention was achieved, leading to the use of ALL
projects throughout our entire first year. To maintain engagement
it was decided that these should now form summative assessment.
Project sessions were timetabled but they were not formerly con-
stituted as modules. Instead, they contributed marks to each of the
other modules in the first year, where they were combined with
marks from assessments dedicated to the topic of that module.
A separate course project allows students to experience multiple
learning styles for each topic. E.g. the programming modules use
a Computing as Craft2 pedagogy [8] with a more didactic teach-
ing style focussing on particular topics in turn. But students also
learn programming via the ALL pedagogy, acquiring additional
programming knowledge as needed for their projects. Rather that
exclusively using one approach the degree deliberately uses both to
recognise that different students react better to different methods3.
There is a similar diversity in assessment: the main modules
provide traditional assessment, whose grades are supplemented by
the projects. A diversity of assessment types is widely recognised as
beneficial4 (students excel under different conditions). The projects
efficiently allow for diversity within module (not just course).
However, many university systems did not support the integra-
tive nature of these projects well: necessitating for example manual
grade calculations and distribution of grades by email which intro-
duced a risk of human error plus delays in grade finalisation. There
were also regulatory worries − the projects needed to assess large
numbers of specific learning outcomes from the different modules,
and some staff worried about students passing modules on the basis
of project work unrelated to that particular module.
2.3 First Year Projects 2018/19 Onwards
Students starting their degrees at Coventry University in academic
year 2018/19 onwards are subject to a new set of regulations with
regards to assessment5. One of the key changes was the distinction
made between assessment credits and teaching credits.
2An apprentice (student) learns first by observing a master (teacher) and then attempt-
ing tasks themselves with feedback from the master or journeymen (PhD Students).
3and different staff teach better with different methods!
4such diversity is required by our university regulations and external accreditation.
5Our regulations are available at the following URL with Section 6 covering assess-
ment and 6b the new regulations: https://www.coventry.ac.uk/the-university/key-
information/registry/academic-regulations/
2.3.1 CATS Credits. Like most UK universities we quantify our
courses using CATS credits6. One credit indicates 10 hours of study
(contact time and self-study) with a undergraduate degree made up
of 360 credits. Degrees are then split into modules accordingly: e.g.
the standard 120 credit academic year could be delivered as 3 large
40 credit modules or 6 smaller 20 credit modules. The CATS credits
are defined as a measure of study but typically also determine the
measure of assessment: e.g. a 40 credit module is worth twice as
much to a degree classification as a 20 credit module).
2.3.2 Credits at Coventry. Our new assessment regulations distin-
guish between learning credits (which follow the definition above)
and assessment credits which determine a student’s final degree
grade and classification. Individual modules may have more or less
assessment credits than learning credits. The total numbers of each
credit type must be equal over every semester and match the CATS
standards. The main motivation for this is to allow for course in-
tegrative assessment only modules to be constituted − working
towards the university’s strategy of teaching being increasingly
course-focussed rather than module-focussed.
2.3.3 Our New First Year CS. We redesigned our CS degree when
moving to the new regulations7 and in doing so formalised our first
year projects as modules with only assessment credits. Our Year 1
first semester now consists of the following modules:
4000CEM Programming and Algorithms
4001CEM Software Design
4002CEM Mathematics for Computer Science
4006CEM ALL Project 1
and our Year 1 second semester consists of:
4003CEM Object Oriented Programming
4004CEM Computer Architecture and Networks
4005CEM Database Systems
4007CEM ALL Project 2
In each list the first three modules have fewer assessment credits
than learning credits with the ALL projects containing only as-
sessment credits. Each project is designed to relate to the other
modules in a semester but we now have much greater freedom to
focus the projects on particular topics which we want to emphasise.
For example, the first ALL project has a large emphasis on basic
programming and building confidence with the standard control
structures plus how to work with unfamiliar library code by reading
the documentation, but only minimal engagement with mathemat-
ics. This is perfectly acceptable under the regulations. Similarly, the
software design principles learnt in 4001CEM are expected to be
used (and are assessed) within the second ALL project, even though
these are in different semesters.
The project modules are constituted not to assess the learning
outcomes of the other modules in their semester, but the more
general and integrative course learning outcomes.
At Year 2 and 3 we also use integrative assessment-credit only
modules for individual projects; and group projects within tradi-
tional modules, but these are not discussed further in this paper.
6https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Credit_Accumulation_and_Transfer_Scheme
7Programme specification is here: https://www.coventry.ac.uk/globalassets/media/
documents/registry/course-specs/eec/ug-eec/bsci-computer-science-part-a.pdf
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3 GROUPWORK
3.1 Contact Time
Our project modules do have some sessions (despite the zero learn-
ing credits implying no hours) but these hours are used more for
administration. We use these to form groups, give briefings on the
projects, and perform the continuous assessment (next section). We
also use these hours to deliver key information that all students
new to university require in context: e.g. on avoiding plagiarism
before they write their first essay, and on careers guidance before
creating their online portfolio. There are a few sessions where stu-
dents can work on their project − here any teacher input is only as
a facilitator or moderator of discussions, see e.g. [3].
3.2 Forming Groups
In the first semester we form groups semi-randomly via which
tables students sat at in the first class. In the second semester we
have experimented with different approaches. In the past we have
formed groups based on attendance data for the first semester, to
reflect the most common complaint being when a team member
does not show up. However, this can hamper the ability of students
to turn things around if they end up in the disengaged group.
We now try to group students based on programming ability,
noting the recent substantial study [4] which suggests that groups
of similar ability allow for better learning outcomes. We originally
did this via quiz grades but now do it via self-selection. This avoids
giving students an external target on which to blame team problems
and we find that giving them this control means they are more
willing to work through any challenges that follow.
3.3 Group Projects − Individual Grades
Group work can often be unpopular, and some suggest they are
particularly difficult to use in Computer Science unless great ef-
forts are made to change the student culture [9]. By starting group
projects on day one of university we hope to embed the view of
teamwork as a normal part of CS education.
One of the most common complaints about group work is that
it can lead to an unfair distribution of grades with weaker team
members being rewarded for the work of stronger members. This
is particularly acute at the start of a degree where students have
very different levels of prior knowledge. Although the projects are
firmly team based the grades are individual, based on each student’s
contribution. The grade is produced using a mixture of self and
peer assessment moderated by a teacher, as described in the next
section. This follows a trend of similar approaches such as [2].
4 OUR PROJECT ASSESSMENT SCHEME
4.1 Assessment Prior to 2018/19
We previously graded projects based on a single final submission.
The bulk of the marks would be allocated individually according to
a student’s discussion of the product in a short (∼ 10 − 15 minute)
viva. The viva format works very well in ascertaining a student’s
understanding of the code and processes used, and we were confi-
dent in the integrity of the marks obtained. The final two weeks of
project contact time were dedicated to the vivas, meaning students
were not required outside their viva slot during these weeks. Since
their other classes would be gearing up for final exams and CW at
this time it actually worked well to wind the projects down prior.
However, the end-point submission would often lead to little
progress for much of the semester with a rush before the deadline.
This could lead to the strongest programmer doing the bulk of
the work, and less focus paid to the team work and processes that
the project was meant to emphasise. We wanted to implement an
assessment style that would promote steady work on the project
throughout the semester: a continuous assessment approach.
4.2 Assessment from 2018/19 Onwards
Groups now give weekly presentations on their progress (members
taking it in turn to present). This builds valuable public speak-
ing / presentation skills. Each student self-evaluates an individual
mark for the week according to the rubric in Figure 1 which is
included with a justification on the final slide. There is no formal
peer-grading but since it is a group presentation this prompts peer
discussion and feedback − the final choice of what number goes
in the slide is made by the individual. The actual mark is decided
by the teacher: if it differs from the student’s suggestion then the
rationale is explained openly. There can be a debate but the final
decision is the teacher’s. A student’s module grade comes from:
• The average weekly mark, after discarding the lowest three
(allows for late arrivals / illness without any make-up tasks).
• A viva at the end of the module, with questions about the
final group code: to test individual student’s understanding.
• A piece of writing. In Semester One this is an online pro-
fessional portfolio8 and in Semester Two this is a piece of
academic writing based on literature research.
The weekly grades are fairly consistent with the final viva grade but
are on average higher since: (1) weaker students can get credit for
small contributions made to a greater whole which they couldn’t
explain alone; (2) exploration that does not work out and thus is not
present in the final submission is rewarded; (3) students who spend
time helping other team members or groups are rewarded for these
efforts. In each case we are happy to reward these contributions.
4.3 Small Changes from 2018/19 and 2019/20
The assessment scheme above was introduced in academic year
2018/19 along with the new constitution of the projects as modules.
In its first outing the group presentations took place individually, i.e.
one group presented to the teacher and were graded at a time. For
2019/20 we changed this so that other groups are in the audience
for presentations. Usually 7 groups will be in a room together.
In the first outing there were student complaints about unfair
grading. The module leader acted as a moderator, sitting in on each
teacher’s grading to ensure consistency. However, the perception
of unfairness proved hard to dispel. The decision was made for
more open grading: by watching the presentations for other groups
students gain a proper understanding of how others are working;
while the open conversations around grading ensures everyone
in the room understand the rationale behind a grade. Although
this makes no difference to actual marks, the trust it builds in the
grading system is essential for student engagement, see also [2].
8which they maintain throughout their degree to assist with applying for work.
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Figure 1: Markscheme for weekly contribution in Semester 1 Project
5 RESULTS
4006CEM saw a 34% increase in attendance in 2018/19 compared to
the Semester 1 CS ALL project the year before; and a 20% increase
in grades on the part of the assessment that was unchanged (the
viva on the final code). Similarly, in Semester 2 there was a 22%
increase in attendance and a 34% increase in viva grades. Taking
all modules together first year CS had 13% higher attendance in
2018/19 than in 2017/18. We cannot be sure whether this indicates
good habits taking hold from the enforced attendance in ALL, or
just a more studious cohort.
Students are given evaluation questionnaires for each module,
but we cannot use these to directly measure the impact of continu-
ous assessment: since the old projects were not modules they did
not receive a dedicated questionnaire. However, we note that in the
2018/19 questionnaires there was not a single negative comment
relating to student groups. This contrasts greatly with our prior
experience where students would commonly complain that various
team mates were not turning up or working hard enough.
The negative questionnaire comments for 2018/19 were mostly
on perceived inconsistent grading, which we addressed by the
changes outlines in Section 4.3. In the 2019/20 Semester 1 survey
just taken there was not a single mention of inconsistency and
satisfaction levels were considerably higher!
6 SUMMARY
We have described our Year 1 activity-led CS projects: their course
integrative nature which is highly valued by our university; con-
tinuous assessment which has improved attendance and reduced
complaints about team members under-engaging; self-assessment
to give students skills in reflection and understandingmark schemes;
and open grading to build trust and clarify our expectations.
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